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Abstract 
We address a problem of constructing families of complex sequences with small periodic 
correlation. The purpose of the paper is twofold: first, to give a concise account of sequence 
constructions u ing additive characters of finite fields and then to introduce a parallel construction 
with multiplicative characters. 
1. Introduction 
Under a standard construction method of sequence families with low periodic cor- 
relation, a family is formed as the set of distinct cyclic representatives of a certain 
cyclic code. Estimating the parameters of the family amounts to counting the number 
of cyclic representatives and evaluating a corresponding sum with additive characters. 
In this paper we propose to use multiplicative characters in their stead. Though this 
construction has no link to cyclic codes, it is in many respects parallel to the classical 
construction method. 
The periodic correlation of two complex n-vectors xl and x2 is defined as 
n--1 
012(z)= ~~xl ( t®'c )x* ( t ) ,  O<<.z<~n-1, (1) 
t=0 
where ® denotes the addition modulo n. Below we restrict ourselves to vectors x E C n 
whose coordinates are qth degree roots of unity, where q is the alphabet size. For a 
family S of M vectors, define 
0max 0max(S ) A = = max max IOij(72)l, (2) 
a,,aiES 0~<'r~<n--1 
where either i ¢ j or z ¢ 0. We consider a problem of constructing large families of  
vectors (periodic sequences) with small values of  0ma×. 
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Let 
O(n,M) = min{O(S) lS has period n and size M}. 
Lower bounds on this value are known to have the form 
02(n,n u) >~ c(u)n, (3) 
(see [12]). Lower bounds on c(u) were given by Sidelnikov and Welch and later 
improved in [6] starting from u = 2 (see also [7, 15]). One may put in (3) 
{2, q=2,  c(2) = {5, q=2,  
c(1)= 1, q > 2, (3 + x/-5)/2, q > 2. (4) 
The results of [12,6,7] also imply that for u fixed, c(u)= ~(u + 1), where ~ is a 
constant depending on whether q is 2 or not, and c(u)= 2u(1 + o(1)) as u --+ vc, 
irrespective of q. 
Assume that according to a certain bound, O(n,M) > h(n,M). Commonly, a family 
S of M sequences with period n is called asymptotically optimal (AO) with respect 
to this bound if 
0max(S)  '~  h(n,M) (5) 
as n ---~ co. 
Denote by L(n, O) the maximum possible size of a family S of n-periodic sequences 
with 0max(S ) = 0. For this value a number of upper bounds is known. For instance, 
n 2 _ 02 
L(n,O)<~ n2 _ nO 2, q>~2 (the Welch bound); (6) 
n 2 _ 02 
L(n,O) ~< 3n - 2 - 02, q = 2 (the Sidelnikov bound [12, p. 21]); (7) 
n 2 _ 02 
L(n,O)<. 2n-  1 -02 '  q > 2 (the Sidelnikov bound, [12, p. 21]). (8) 
Bound (6) is better than (7) for 02 < n - 2 and than (8) for 02 < (n + 1)2/(n - 1). 
Bounds for larger values of 0 than those covered in (6)-(8) are given in [6,7]. 
According to another definition, a family S = S[n,M, 0max] is called AO if 
M ~ L(n, 0max ). (9) 
As we shall see below, a family that is AO in the sense (5) with respect o bounds 
(3), (4) may be not AO by (9). 
Finally, a family S[n,M, 0max] is called optimal if M = L(n, 0re,x). 
2. Cyclic codes and sequences 
Most known families of sequences allow a simple description as duals of cyclic 
codes. Namely, let Ct be a p-ary linear cyclic code of length n --- pm 1, m~> 1, with 
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zeros {~i,i E I}, where ~ is a primitive element of [Fp,,, and I C_{1 . . . . .  n}. Let C = C(  
be the dual code. 
Theorem 1 (Sidelnikov [12, p. 38]). Let ~ be the set of polynom&ls of the form 
f (x )  : ~ ai xi. 
iCl 
The code C is formed by all the vectors a f ,  f E ~,  with coordinates 
ai : Tr~,,,,,/~p(f(~i)), O<<,i<~n - 1. 
This claim relies on the trace construction of subfield subcodes commonly referred 
to as Delsarte's theorem [8]. 
Let ~ = exp(2~ti/p) and let us embed S, the set of distinct cyclic representatives 
of C, into C n with the help of the mapping l H co t, l E U:p. (Below we usually use 
one and the same notation for p-ary vectors and their complex images.) Then by the 
linearity of C, one infers that 
Omax(S) fE.~max #~,~_~ (D Tr(f(fl)) . (10) 
Thus, this approach yields good sequence families when the character sum on the right- 
hand side of (10) is small. In some cases (for small degrees of polynomials) this sum 
can be evaluated explicitly [4,12,5,9] whereas for the general case one uses estimates 
of Weil (as in [12,3]), Kloosterman [13,11], or other sums. 
Here are a few classical examples of this construction. Let p = 2, n = 2 2t+1 - 1, and 
I = { 1,3}. (This corresponds to dual double-error-correcting BCH codes.) We obtain 
an [n - -2  2l+l - 1,n + 2, x/~-~+ 2 + 1] family which is not only AO, but also optimal 
for all n [12, Theorem 7]. 
For p>2,  taking I -- {1,2}, we obtain an AO family with [n = pm_ 1, 
n + 1, ~<x/n + 1 + 1]. The general case of dual BCH codes (I  --- {1 . . . . .  t}) yields 
a (not AO) family of sequences with 
[n =pm _ 1,M>~(n + 1)t- l - [t /PJ ,Omax~(t -- 1)~/n + 1 + 1], 
t < p[(m+l)/ZJ (11) 
([12], see also [3] for n = p -  1, when obviously M =(n  + 1 )t-1 ). For binary sequences, 
one obtains the following parameters: 
[n = 2 m - 1,M>~(n + 1)t-~,0max ~<(2t -  2)x/n + 1 + 1]. (12) 
Now let t = 2 with il = 1 and i2 = pt + 1. Taking p = 2, n = 2 m -- 1, m odd, and 
( l ,m) = 1, one obtains an optimal family [4] of Gold sequences with M = n + 2 and 
0max = 2v/2-n--+ 2 + 1. Nonbinary Gold sequences were studied in [5]. They are obtained 
from cyclic codes with the same zeros {1,pt + 1} with m/(l,m) odd. The parameters 
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of the family are M = n+ I and 0max = ~¢/n q-- 1 + 1 (AO by both (5) and (9); in fact, 
by (8) M cannot exceed n + 2 for large n). 
In the same vein one obtains the set of Kasami sequences. Take m = 2l and put 
I = { 1, 21 + 1 }. Consider a subcode of C defined by the set of polynomials f (x )  = 
7X i' q-~Sax i2, where 7 E [F2,,,, ~5 C Uz2 ,, and a is a fixed element of [F2,,,\[F21. This results into 
a family of sequences with M = v/'ff + 1 of which it is known that 0max = ~ 1 + 1. 
This design is AO according to (5). On the other hand, the bound (7) for this case 
suggests L(n, O) < n/2 and thus this design is far from being AO in the sense of (9). 
Actually by (6), the second term of the lower bound for 02(n, nl/2)>>.n- n 1/2 also 
suggests a possibility of somewhat better constructions. 
Another design that has recently again attracted attention [9,14] is related to character 
sums with linearized polynomials. Namely, let p = 2, n = 2 m - 1, m odd, and add 
zeros to Gold codes by taking I = {1,2 (m+2j-1)/2 q- 1, 1 <<.j<~t- 1}. This gives a family 
with 
M = l ( (n+ 1) t -  1), Omax~2t-3/Z"v/n+ 1 + 1, (13) 
n 
where the estimate for 0max follows from [8, Section 15.5] or can be obtained as 
in [9, 14]. Since the sum with linearized polynomials is larger than that with poly- 
nomials of degree t, this design is inferior to 'BCH sequences' in (12)  except for 
t---- 3,4. 
Note that all known AO families have M ,-~ n u, u ~< 1. The question of constructing 
large families is much less studied than that for small ones. 
3. Sequences from multiplicative characters 
In this section, we introduce a new family of sequences, evaluate its parameters, and 
compare it to known designs. 
Let s be a prime, q = s m, k>~ 1. We call a polynomial f E g:q[X] k-factor-free if in 
its factorization f = 1--[i ~ °e' into nonconstant irreducible factors all ei < ki. Otherwise, 
let us say that f has a k-factor. 
Let us introduce a notation for the following six subsets of the set of all polynomials 
f = }-~-7=0 aixi with 0 ~ deg f ~< r" 
Mr = {f l  f is monic}, 
M~.k = {f l  f is monic, k-factor-free}, 
Mr*k ----- { f l  f is monic and has a k-factor}, 
Lr = {f l  al = I}, 
Lr, k =- {f l  al = 1 and 
f is k-factor-free}, 
L~* k = {f[  at = 1 and 
f has a k-factor}. 
Suppose Z(" ) is a nonprincipal multiplicative character of ~q of order kl(q - 1 ) with 
~(0) = 0. Choose r,k<<,r < V/~.  Let ~ be a primitive element of g:q. Consider the 
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following family of sequences i: 
si(t) = z(f(o~t)), O<~t<~q - 2, f ELr, k. (14) 
Let us estimate its parameters. 
Lemma 1. ILr, kl >~qr _ (qr-k+2 _ q)/(q _ 1). 
Proof. Observe that IL~*kl <<-IMr*,kl since to any f E L~* k corresponds a unique 
polynomial (1/adegf ) f  E M~* k. We have 
[Zr, k[ = IZ~l- IZr*~l >/IZr l -  IM;*kl = IZ~l- [Mr \Mr, kl. (15) 
Clearly, ILrl = q + q(q - 1) + . . .  + qr- l (q _ 1) = qr. Let us calculate IM~*kl. Let 
N~ =- Mr \M~- l  and Nr, k = Mr, k \Mr- l ,k .  Obviously, IN~l -- q~ and 
IM~I _- (q~+l _ 1)/(q - 1). 
The generating function of the numbers [Nr[ equals (1 -qz )  -1 . The number of monic 
polynomials of degree u equal to the kth degree of another polynomial is 0 if k does not 
divide u and is qa if u = k d and the corresponding enerating function is (1 -qz  k)- I .  
Therefore, (1 -qzk) (1  -qz )  -1 is the generating function of the numbers INr, kl. Sum 
up its coefficients from 0 to r to obtain 
q~-~+Z(qk-1 _ 1) 
IMr, k l = 1 + 
q-1  
The substitution of these results into (15) proves our claim. [] 
The substitution of M* for * r,k Lr,k in (15) facilitates the computation and does not 
affect the result too much. For instance, for k = r = 2, the estimate in Lemma 1 
suggests IL2,21 ~>q2 _ q, while the exact answer is one greater. 
Theorem 2. The family S defined in (14) has the followin9 parameters: 
[n = q -  1,M>~q r -  (qr-k+2 _ q) / (q_  1) ,Omax(S)~(2r -  1)x/q + 1]. (16) 
Proof. We must prove the estimate for 0max(S). Assume that a sequence si(s j)  is 
generated by a polynomial f i (x )  ( f j (x ) )E  Lr, k. We have 
n--I n--I 
Oij("c) = E z ( f  i(o~t+T))x *( f  j(o~t)) = ~ x( f  i(o~t+r)fk-I(o~t))" 
t=0 t=0 
Let ~ = 0, then by (2), i # j. Since f i  and f j  are both k-factor-free, the polynomial 
q9 = f i f  k- I  is not representable as a kth power of a polynomial. Thus, (16) is implied 
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by the Weil estimate since ¢p has at most 2r distinct roots in the algebraic losure of 
fl:q, and 
0max(S)~ n~l~(((p(0ff)) 41 + ~ X(qg(x)) ~ l  +(2r -  1)q 1/2. 
t =O x E ~:q 
Let z y~ O. Without loss of generality, we may restrict ourselves to the case 1 ~< z~< q/2. 
Suppose ~0 = h k, where h is some polynomial. This would imply f i (~x)  = f j (x)  or 
g(x) = f i (~x)  - f / (x)  = x(~ ~ - 1 ) + . . . .  O, where x ranges over O:q. Since by our 
assumption, deg g < V~,  this implies that g(x) =_ 0 or z = O. [] 
The suggested construction of sequences (14) is parallel to the construction of BCH 
sequences (11), (12) with additive characters replaced by multiplicative ones. For Z a 
quadratic haracter (k = 2), the codes similar to (14) were introduced in [6]. In [1], 
we used estimates of incomplete character sums to study certain special properties of 
these codes (for any kl( q -  1)). One can also use these estimates to evaluate the partial 
period correlation of the sequences. 
Observe that the vectors defined by (14) are formed by kth degree roots of unity 
and zeros. To get rid of zeros, it is possible to change them to arbitrary field elements 
(increasing 0max(S) by not more than 2r). 
We conclude this section by comparing the suggested esign with the best known 
sequence families, which for large M appear to be the sequences (12), (11) related to 
primitive BCH codes. First, consider the binary case, i.e., take s an odd prime. Then 
the family (14) of sequences of period n = q -  1 has the guaranteed parameters 
qr - I  _ 1 
M = qr _ q _ _ ,  0max = (2r - 1 )x/q + 2r + 1, 
q -1  
which is asymptotically slightly better than the guaranteed parameters in (12). (How- 
ever, these two families never have the same period.)For M of order square of the 
period, the design (14) has 0max of order 3v/-n whereas BCH family (12) and extended 
Gold family (13) give the values of order 4x/n and v/-~, respectively. For M of order 
cube of n, these numbers are roughly 5v/-n for (14), 6x/n for (12), and ~ for 
(13). 1 Some other small families of sequences are surveyed in [2]. 
Now take k > 2 and let q = s/, where s is a prime, and let k be a divisor of (q - 1 ). 
Then the parameters of our construction guaranteed by Theorem 2 are 
[n=q- l ,M=q r qr-k+2_q 0max=( 2r -1 )x /~+2r+l  1 
q-1  ' 
Thus, the correlation value is, loosely speaking, (2 log, M-  1)x/~, whereas in (11) it 
is, loosely speaking, p/ (p -  1)lognMx/~. We conclude that the greater the alphabet 
size, the better are the nonbinary BCH sequences as compared to our construction. 
By the lowerbound in (3), Omax(n,n 2) > 2.24v~ and Omax(n,n 3) > 2.83v"n. 
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For the case of q not a prime power, sequences formed by values of Dirichlet 
characters (of linear functions f )  were considered in [10]. However, a straightforward 
generalization to polynomials of higher degree r does not lead to good families since the 
corresponding exponential sums have the magnitude much greater than re/2 (namely, 
of order ql-I/r). 
4. Conclusion 
We discussed the problem of constructing sets of sequences with low periodic cor- 
relation. Based on the understanding of classical constructions a  duals of cyclic codes, 
we suggested to construct families of sequences using multiplicative characters of finite 
fields. This general construction method yields families of sequences for a larger set 
of period values and larger number of alphabets than the known designs. 
In addition, we have pointed out that the conventional pproach to the asymptotic 
optimality of sequence families involving classical ower bounds may be not as precise 
as it is presumed to be. An example to this is the small set of Kasami sequences. 
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